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Reference List Booth, W.C. et al. Notes on version (including librettists, editors, translators) if applicable. Manuscript For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite your reference as follows: In his letter, Ellis (no date) mentions...The correspondence with John Holmes...(Ellis, no date) In the bibliography/reference list Author Surname, Initial(s).
'James v Eastleigh BC', [1990] 2 AC 751, (HL). London, Victoria and Albert Museum, A.18:1–1950. Notes Reference where the podcast was published or displayed rather than referencing it as a download on your edevice. The painting shows the effects of intense heat on the structure of a building (Sutherland, 1941). 'The Door' (2016) Game of Thrones
In Game of Thrones: the complete sixth season [Blu-ray] New York: HBO. Redknap, M. London: HMSO. Leeds: Manay Publishing, pp.139–175. (Year of Publication) Title of play. (Year) 'Title of chapter', in Editor(s) Surname, Editor(s) Initial. If the online version you are referencing is a scanned version of the printed book with the same page numbers
and publication information, reference it in the same way you would reference a printed book. (Date of artwork) Title of Artwork [Item type], in Title of exhibition [Exhibition]. (Year) 'Title of article', Title of Journal, Volume(Issue), Page range (if available). Available at: (Accessed: 28 September 2016). (1997) 'The market economy and ethnic relations
in China', in Ikeo, A. (Year) Title of Manuscript, Date (if available). Available at: URL (Downloaded: date). 400. 'Radmacher v Granatino', [2010] UKSC 42, [2011] 1 AC 534. Be sure to cite and reference when you are paraphrasing someone else's work, e.g.: Booth et al. If the item is widely known by, or was originally issued under, a title different from
that of the preferred source, the alternative may also be given in brackets if necessary, e.g. Browne, J. In the bibliography/reference list Surname of artist, initial(s). You would reference an article with four or more authors as follows: In the text For an in–text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Abbott et al. Available at: URL
(Accessed: date) or doi: Lichtenthaler, U. In the bibliography/reference list For a film/documentary viewed at the cinema Title of Film/Documentary (Year of distribution) Directed by Initial(s). Place of holding organisation: Holding organisation. Challenges facing the NHS...(Department of Health, 2016)The Department of Health (2016) suggests that
demand reduction... Translated from the (language) by (Translator(s) Initial(s) and Surname). doi: 01)02012-5 Notes For references with up to three authors, list all the authors in the reference list in the order they appear in the source. London: John Murray (Publishers). Number of dataset (if necessary). Our editors carefully review all quotations in
the text. (2021) Othello. National Portrait Gallery, London. Available at: All 4 (Accessed: 27 May 2021). London, Victoria and Albert Museum, C.196:1, 2–1991. (2021) 'Synaesthesia for reading written musical keys'. London: Department of Health. Original & Confidential We use several writing tools checks to ensure that all documents you receive are
free from plagiarism. Boston, MA, 1-3 November 2013. If the author(s) name does not appear in the body of the text, then the name and date should follow in round brackets separated by a comma, e.g. The terminology has been called into question when it was discovered...(Smith, 2017). (eds.) (2012) The student's companion to social policy. doi:
Schonfeld, R.C. and Sweeney, L. Wilson, B. For references in the reference list/bibliography The family name of the author should be written in full roman script. Zheng, X. Translated from the Russian by L. Available at: URL or Available email: email address (Accessed: date). NICE Guidelines For NICE Guidelines see Clinical Guidelines. Instead you
should look to cite a primary source (such as a textbook or journal article) which describes or summarises the idea you are referring to. Chadwick, R. However, it was also discovered that...(Williams, J., 2009). It can be assumed that pickpocketing...(Austin, 2009) In the bibliography/reference list Author of article Surname, Initial(s). We also promise
maximum confidentiality in all of our services. Name of Statutory Instrument including year (SI year/number). The University of Sheffield (2019) Campus Tour. (eds.) (2014) Qualitative research practice: a guide for social science students and researchers. Page numbers (if available). Government Publication – Command Paper For an in–text citation
in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: The principles of the Teaching Excellence Framework were introduced as a way...(Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, 2015)The Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (2015) introduced the framework... Available at: (Accessed: 17 January 2015). Available at: (Accessed: 8 April
2021). Sample, I. In the text For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite your reference as follows Pink Floyd's (1977) song 'Sheep' describes the political...The song 'Sheep' (Pink Floyd, 1977) is a view on political followers... Graves Gallery, Sheffield (Viewed: 19 January 2019). Magazine Guidance from Cite Them Right, 10th rev. The original
title of a translated information resource, or a translation of the title, may be supplied immediately after the original title, e.g. Kinderhände im washbecken [Children's Hands in a Washbasin] If the artwork has a popular or traditional title, then you may use this, e.g. Mona Lisa. Notes The year of publication is for that specific item, as there may be
different translations of the same item available. In some instances you may need to cite more than one piece of work for an idea. Unpublished. The date that you downloaded it onto your electronic device is included at the end of the reference. Follow these simple steps to get your paper done Place your order Fill in the order form and provide all
details of your assignment. 24 February. Reviews Revision Support If you think your paper could be improved, you can request a review. Proceed with the payment Choose the payment system that suits you most. (1998) Denai kugi wa suterareru [The nail that does not stick up may be thrown away]. Quarter 2, 2015 to 2016: raw data. 24/7 Customer
Support Our support agents are available 24 hours a day 7 days a week and committed to providing you with the best customer experience. NICE (2004) The epilepsies: the diagnosis and management of the epilepsies in adults and children in primary and secondary care. Journal Article – Preprint (Ahead of Publication) For an in–text citation in your

work, you would cite the reference as follows: Lichtenthaler (2016) demonstrated an innovation–based view... Available at: (Accessed: 1 February 2017). Santa Monica: Interscope Records. (2010) Securing a sustainable future for higher education: an independent review of higher education funding and student finance [The Browne Report]. For an in–
text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: The main sociological theories are explained (Bruce, 2018)... In the bibliography/reference list Surname of Author/Presenter, Initial(s). Smith, S. In the text For an in-text citation, you would cite the reference as follows: In the conversation with Smith (2021)...It was decided that the
information would be included...(Smith, 2021) In the bibliography/reference list Sender/Speaker/Author Surname, Initial(s). (Year) 'Title of article', Title of Newspaper, Date (Day Month), Page number (if available). Available at: Google Play (Downloaded: 25 March 2021). The Beatles (1968) 'While My Guitar Gently Weeps', The Beatles [The White
Album] [CD]. You will need to adapt the guidance to your referencing style. and Editor Surname, Initial(s). Available at: URL (Accessed: date) or doi: Kleinschmidt, T., Fuhr, O. To be published in Title of Journal (if stated), Volume(Issue) [Preprint]. Available at: URL (Accessed: date) or doi: Aubert, B. Available at: (Accessed: 13 April 2021). (1984)
‘Ethnic Types #15 and #72’ [Oil, animal hide, modeling paste on velvet], in Sans, J. (1999) 'Frank Zappa and the anti–fetishist orchestra', The Musical Quarterly, 83(4), pp. or eds.) Title of book. Parliament. (2014) 'Why an octopus's suckers don't stick its arms together', The Guardian, 15 May. Kleinschmidt, Fuhr and Wietfeld (2016) demonstrated
the......the conference poster showed...(Kleinschmidt, Fuhr and Wietfeld, 2016). Beatles to Bowie: the 60s exposed (2009–2010) [Exhibition]. House of Lords, 2017) found that maximum penalties could be... You may include a copy of written communications in your appendices. Never put a full stop after a DOI or URL as it may be assumed that it is
part of the DOI or URL and prevent it from working. Reviews Editing Support Our academic writers and editors make the necessary changes to your paper so that it is polished. Edited by Full Name. (2017) 'Health and Social Care Budgets', Hansard: House of Commons Westminster Hall, 14 March, 623, cc. In the bibliography/reference list
Inventor(s) Surname, Initial(s). If there is no clear title to the image, a popular title may be used if one exists. 21 Laps Entertainment. Energy Bill Explanatory Notes (2015). Government Publication – Hansard The Hansard House of Commons and House of Lords official records from 1802 to the present day are available at the "UK Parliament
Hansard" website. In case you cannot provide us with more time, a 100% refund is guaranteed. Corder. If you have inserted an image or figure into your work please see the "Guidance for taught course students inserting images and figures into university work." In the text The overflow of the Ladybower Reservoir can be seen in the image (andy_c,
2005)... (Year) Title [Sculpture]. (1919) Preparations for the Peace Day Celebrations, July 1919 [Photograph]. A DOI should be written with the prefix followed by the DOI number, e.g. For more information about in–text citation and referencing multiple authors, see Creating a citation and reference list and click on the relevant section. The writer kept
me updated all through and any issue was handled very professionally Eliza S. Get in touch whenever you need any assistance. (1984) Romeo and Juliet. or Corporate author (Date) Title of item. How it works? ASTM (2012) A53/A53M-12: Standard specification for pipe, steel, black and hot-dipped, zinc-coated, welded and seamless. (The Office for
National Statistics, Social Survey Division, 2019) NHS Digital (2015) provided the statistics for obesity, these show...The statistics show that physical activity...(NHS Digital, 2015) Curwen (2021) conducted experiments to confirm whether synaesthesia...The data showed that synaesthesia for written musical keys...(Curwen, 2021) In the
bibliography/reference list Author Surname, Initials. (2007b) 'The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet', in Bate, J. Translated from the Russian by David McDuff. (Series). If you are only referring to one of the figures within the image, make this clear by using the title of that particular figure in your citation/reference. The use of BS 8888:2017 (British
Standards Institution, 2017)... (1998) The Best of David Bowie 1974/1979. (eds.) (2005) Oxford English Dictionary. All other details about the publication are given in the list of references or bibliography at the end. of creator (Year) 'Title/Subject of message', Title of host message system (required if applicable), Day/Month message was posted.
Johnson, S. OR Organisation (Year) 'Title of dataset'. For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: In the case of 'Radmacher v Granatino' (2010) the Supreme Court ruled that......when a court grants a decree of divorce, nullity of marriage or judicial separation it has the power to order ancillary relief ('Radmacher v
Granatino', 2010). (2012) Encylopedia of applied ethics (4 vols.). Author of play surname, Initial(s). [If viewed online] Available at: URL (Accessed: date). Place of publication: Publisher, Page numbers. If you are quoting or paraphrasing someone else's work you will need to include the page number(s) of the original material in your citation (see the
sections on Quoting and Paraphrasing). Edition (if applicable). The Oil and Gas Authority were transferred regulatory powers from the Secretary of State for Energy (Energy Bill Explanatory Notes, 2015)The House of Lords note in the Energy Bill Explanatory Notes (2015) that the Oil and Gas Authority... Bristol: The Policy Press. Reference lists in
Harvard are alphabetical. Capitalise the first letter of each of the main words of the journal title, but not the linking words such as "and", "for", "of" or "the". (2012) 'Moral Development', in Chadwick, R. Available at: (Accessed: 13 April 2021). House of Commons, 2016a)...this was supported by...(Parliament. (2003) Crime and punishment. In the
bibliography/reference list Username or Surname, Initial(s). Recorded by Queens of the Stone Age (2002)... (1981) Delabole Spiral [Installation]. Complex relationships that appear in companies...(Lichtenthaler, 2016) In the bibliography/reference list Author Surname, Initial(s). You do not need to add the URL. doi: Notes For a report with a DOI you
don't need to include "Available at" or "(Accessed: date)" in the reference as a DOI is a stable identifier and will not change, whereas a URL may change or be deleted so the extra information is needed to clarify where and when you found the report. Parker, R. Keep up the good job guys Michelle W. Metallica's (2016) song 'Moth into Flame'...'Moth
into Flame' (Metallica, 2016) was used as part of... For more information about in–text citation and referencing multiple authors, see Creating a citation and reference list and click on the relevant section. The photograph (Nicholls, 1919) shows the 18th Battalion... In the bibliography/reference list Title of Film (Year of distribution) Directed by
Initial(s). If a popular title to the image does not exist then you will need to supply the item with a title, in square brackets, providing the following where possible The subject matter The name or place of the object depicted, i.e. the person, the building, the location, etc. 42) or Smith (2017, p. and Stevenson, A. In the text For an in–text citation in your
work, you would cite the reference as follows: In Michael Rosen's biography (2021)...He began writing poetry at the age of twelve...(Rosen, 2021) In the bibliography/reference list Author Surname, Initial(s). (2020) 'Decolonising ethics frameworks for research in Africa', Africa at LSE, 8th January. (2016) observed gravitational waves...The first
observation of a binary black hole merger included...(Abbott et al., 2016) In the bibliography/reference list First or lead author of article Surname, Initial(s). For more information about in–text citation and referencing multiple authors, see Creating a citation and reference list and click on the relevant section. Author Surname, Initials. First or lead
author of article Surname, Initial(s). House of Commons (2016a) Marshall Aid Commemoration Commission Account 2015–2016 (HC 2016–2017 539). (Year) 'Paper title', Conference title. Available at: (Accessed: 29 March 2021). The words in the square brackets should not use italics. In the bibliography/reference list for two editors Editor Surname,
Initial(s). Available at: (Accessed: 28 June 2021). Elizabeth I & Her People (2013–2014) [Exhibition]. Michael Samuel. or eds.) (Year) Title (no. Kindle or other e-reader For Kindle or other e-reader see Book - Electronic [Top of page] L, M, N, O, P Law Report For Law Report see Case Law. Tolstoy, L. We take care of all your paper needs and give a 24/7
customer care support system. You do not need to include the URL in your reference. 11 February. Government Department or Office (at time of publication, if available) (Year) Title. (Year) ‘Title of image/figure’ [Description], in Author of journal article (if different to Artist/Creator) Surname, Initial(s). Homer (1997) The Odyssey. Available at:
(Accessed: 16 August 2016). Available at: NowTV (Accessed: 29 December 2016). andy_c (2005) Ladybower Plughole [Photograph]. House of Commons, 2016a) awarded scholarships... Available at: (Accessed: 13 April 2021). 2nd rev. If the Corporate Author is well known by an abbreviation, for the first time you cite the resource write out the name in
full followed by the abbreviation in round brackets, then use just the abbreviation for second and further citations, e.g. for the first citation use (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), 2016) or National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), (2016). Ellis, H. Austin, T. Available at: Name of streaming service. See Journal
Article with many authors for an example. YouTube For YouTube videos see Video - Sharing Website (e.g. YouTube) [Top of page] Small Axe: Education (2020) Directed by S. 4th edn. USA, New York Your writers are very professional. If this occurs, you should separate the references with a semicolon and cite them in chronological order, e.g. This
point has been shown by numerous authors...(Jones, 2014; Smith, 2017). Schnabel (1984) created the artwork using paint on velvet... Heyes: Parlophone/EMI. Maps For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite your reference as follows: The Inverness and Strathglass Ordnance Survey map (1996) shows Loch Ness...The area covered by the
map...(Ordnance Survey, 1996) The Information Commons (Google Maps, 2021) is near...The library can be seen using Google Maps (2021)... You don't need to include the Place of publication or Publisher if you are referencing an online source. 1222. J Sainsbury (2016) Sainsbury's food surplus and food waste: how we are delivering a positive impact.
or eds.) Title: Volume (if applicable). Cite and reference books in an electronic format as you would for books in print books unless you have downloaded it onto an ereader and the pagination is not available: If the page numbers of an ebook are not available in the device you are using, use the information that is available, such as loc, %, chapter or
paragraph if you need to identify a particular page/section for your in-text citation. The Runaways (1976) 'Cherry Bomb', Guardians of the Galaxy: Awesome Mix Vol.1 (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) (2014) [CD]. The title of the item (article/book/book chapter, etc.) should be given in roman script using the standard conventions for that
language. If you have accessed an article via a password-protected institutional database, e.g. Nexis, you do not need to iclude the database details in the reference as it may not be accessible to everyone. Weisbaden: Breitkoff & Härtel. Blake, W. Sutherland, G. Captain America: The Winter Soldier (2014) Directed by A. Ordnance Survey (2020)
'Castleton, Derbyshire', 1:50000. The prefixes are listed below: 1899–1869 – 1–4222 1870–1899 – C.1–C.9550 1900–1918 – Cd.1–Cd.9239 1919–1956 – Cmd.1–Cmd.9889 1956–1986 – Cmnd.1–Cmnd.9927 1986–current – Cm.1– For more information about in–text citation and referencing multiple authors, see Creating a citation and reference list and
click on the relevant section. A European patent will have a code that begins with EP. edn. Available at: sr_1_4? and Fitzpatrick, S. Name of creator or creator Surname, Initial(s). Black Swan (2010) Directed by D. Twitter For Twitter see Social Media [Top of page] U, V, W, X, Y, Z Undergraduate Dissertation For Undergraduate dissertation see
Dissertation Unpublished item For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Hall (2011) noted that the changes......the changes that occured meant...(Hall, 2011). That's why we take the recruitment process seriously to have a team of the best writers we can find. If you are directly quoting from a source, then you should
include the page number in your citation. The saucepan (Nathaniel Smith & Company, 1789) was hallmarked in Sheffield... The University of Sheffield (2019) have created...Campus Tour (The University of Sheffield, 2019) takes a tour of the campus... References for works designated as Anonymous, or works without an author or editor, should begin
with the title in italics instead, followed by the date, e.g. A woman in Berlin (2011) Translated by Philip Boehm. Web page Only reference a source as a web page if the source does not fall into another category, such as journal article, conference proceedings, report, blog, image, etc. Alphabetical list of items Jump to: A, B | C, D | E, F, G | H, I, J, K | L,
M, N, O, P | Q, R, S, T | U, V, W, X, Y, Z A, B Ancient or Historical Text For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Southey (1876) provided a culturally...The Common-place book (Southey, 1876)... Images and Figures This guidance is for citing and referencing images and figures that you are referring to in your work.
(1585) 'Elizabeth I, the "Ermine" portrait' [Oil painting] in Elizabeth I & Her People (2013–2014) [Exhibition]. London: Routledge, pp. Busoni, F. Available at: (Accessed 28 June 2021). 5 February 2016–29 October 2016. Surname [Film]. (ed.) (Year) Title. Page range. Notes If the item is widely known by, or was originally issued under, a title different
from that of the item, the alternative title may also be provided in brackets if necessary, e.g. The Beatles [The White Album]. and Aggleton, P. Introduction and notes by B. Paper number (if applicable). pp. (Year) 'Title of Article', Title of newspaper. Place of Publication: Publisher. If more than one of your citations has the same author and year of
publication, then you should distinguish between them by using a lower–case letter following the year, e.g. It was discovered that...(Smith, 2017a), this was supported by... Available at: Name of Streaming Service (Accessed: date). Available at: (Accessed: 17 June 2016). Available at: (Accessed: 27 May 2021). (ed.) Economic development in twentieth
century East Asia: the international context. Author/Editor names should be given in the following format: Surname, Initials. as the prefix to the column number. If no date can be found then you would state that there is no date, e.g. The ancient text indicated the use of... In the bibliography/reference list Name of speaker/author (Year) 'Subject of
debate or speech', Hansard: Name of House of Parliament debates/written statement/Westminster Hall or petitions, Day and Month, Volume, Column or Page number. (2007) The impact of enforcement on street users in England. their preconceptions of who you are, what your limits will be" (p. Hall, D. Referencing correctly will help to distinguish
your work from others, give credit to the original author and allow anyone to identify the source. Available at: Name of service (Accessed: date). (1900) Tristan and Isolde. ASTM (2020) A53/A53M-20: Standard specification for pipe, steel, black and hot-dipped, zinc-coated, welded and seamless. Available at: (Accessed: 6 July 2016). (1941)
‘Devastation 1941: City, twisted girders’ [Painting], in Mellor, L. 119. 190–205. error: Content is protected !! Order your essay today and save 20% with the discount code RESEARCH This guide details the Harvard style of referencing based upon the advice given in the "Cite Them Right (2016) 10th rev. The spiral of jagged-edged slate (Long, 1981)
represents... (Year) Title of image/figure [Description]. Available at: MUBI (Accessed: 15 April 2020). (1991) Newby the dog [Sculpture]. (Year site was published/last updated) Title of Podcast [Podcast]. (Date of publication) Title of item. Beatles to Bowie: the 60s exposed (2009–2010) showcased the acts of the 1960s...Images of music personalities
and memorabilia from the 1960s formed a major exhibition in the National Portrait Gallery (Beatles to Bowie: the 60s exposed, 2009–2010)... The Centre for the History of the Emotions (2017) investigates...The concept of what is normal...(Centre for the History of the Emotions, 2017). Office for Nuclear Regulation (2016) Office for Nuclear Regulation
Strategic Plan 2016–2020: Presented to Parliament pursuant to Paragraph 25(3) of Schedule 7 to the Energy Act 2013, March 2016. Abbott, B.P. et al. (2012) 'Takers keepers, losers weepers: theft as customary play in southern Philippines', Journal of Folklore Research, 49(3), pp. Court Case For Court Case see Case Law. (2016) 'Synchronised
charging of electric vehicles with distant renewable energy resources' [Poster], 2016 IEEE Vehicular Networking Conference (VNC). Anna Karenina. Graves Gallery, Sheffield. You can then use the abbreviation in your reference list rather than writing out the name in full. Many ebooks look the same as a printed book in terms of pagination, publisher
details, etc., so the in-text citation and reference will be in the same format as a print book; you do not need to include details of where you accessed it from online in the reference. London: National Audit Office. The Prodigy (1997) 'Breathe', The Fat of the Land [Vinyl]. Nathaniel Smith & Company (1789) Brandy saucepan [Exhibit]. Facebook For
Facebook see Social Media Fact Sheet For Fact Sheet see Information Sheet Film For Film videos see Video Forum Post/Message Board For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite your reference as follows: Keith (2019) discusses network connectivity issues on Ubuntu...Network connectivity issues in the software...(Keith, 2019) McNaught
(2021) posted details about the survey......about the barriers experienced in implementing accessibility (McNaught, 2021). Preprint For Preprint see Journal Article – Preprint (Ahead of publication) Presentation For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Grant (2016) demonstrates the issues...The artwork expresses
the...(Grant, 2016). Pink Floyd (1977) Animals. In the bibliography/reference list Title of exhibition (Year) [Exhibition]. Blog For an in–text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Chaurey (2020) considers ethical review processes...The limitations of the framework...(Chaurey, 2020) In the bibliography/reference list Author
Surname, Initial(s). (Year) ‘Title of image/figure’ [Description], in Author of book (if different to Artist/Creator) Surname, Initial(s). (Year) Title of map, Sheet number, Map scale, Edition (if needed). Edition Breikopf Nr. 8577. In the bibliography/reference list Chapter Author Surname, Initial(s). Medical Arts Seminar, HRI, University of Sheffield. Tate
Gallery, London. If no date can be found then you would use (no date). Essays Essay Writing Service No matter what kind of academic paper you need and how urgent you need it, you are welcome to choose your academic level and the type of your paper at an affordable price. (Series if applicable). 6th edn. Gimbaled-shoulder friction stir welding
tool. Government Publication – Government Statistics or Dataset For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: The Department of Health (2015) statistics show...The DoLS statistics (Department of Health, 2015) show that the trend... doi: Dobson, H. Award and Type of qualification. (Year of communication) Medium of
communication to/with Receiver of communication, Day/Month of communication. Place of distribution: Distribution Company. (Accessed: 22 May 2017). Creating a reference list A reference list is the list of items you have used in your work. (2016, pp.208-209) give the example of acceptable paraphrasing using Gladwell (2008) as their example: This
this the original quote from Gladwell (2008, p.38) "Achievement is talent plus preparation. Sheffield, 23-25 April. In the bibliography/reference list Artist/Creator Surname, Initial(s). Available at: sr_1_4? In the bibliography/reference list for four or more editors First Editor Surname, Initial(s). The Downloaded: date in the reference is the date that you
downloaded the app onto your device. Available at: (Accessed: 24 May 2021). Available at: Netflix (Accessed 29 December 2016). (2021) 'Future of Health and Care', Hansard: House of Commons debates, 11 February, 689, c. Las Vegas, NV, 9–12 January. Notes If the author of a blog post has used an alias instead of their real full name, you may use
this in the in-text citation and reference. Personal Communications This includes any personal communication you have had either physically or online, e.g. a face-to-face conversation, a phone conversation, a Skype or FaceTime conversation, an email, a text message, a letter or a fax. Basingstoke: Macmillan. Edition is abbreviated to edn to
distinguish it from the abbreviation for Editor (ed.). (2017b) ... For texts translated from the original see Translated item. For a film/documentary viewed on DVD or Blu-ray Title of Film/Documentary (Year of distribution) Directed by Initial(s). Standard citation from a publicly available website 'Case name' (Year) Court, case number. and Bullingham,
L. Snowdon, C. Southampton: Ordnance Survey. In the bibliography/reference list Author(s) of poster Surname, Initial(s). Video - Physical Format For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Black Swan (2010) used imagery to represent...The hidden images contained in the film...(Black Swan, 2010) The premise of
Captain America: The Winter Soldier (2014)...The use of green screen in the film (Captain America: The Winter Soldier, 2014)... Government Publication – House of Lords and House of Commons Papers For an in–citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: More than 30 fully funded Marshall Scholarships were awarded during the
academic year...(Parliament. In the text For an in-text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: The detectives Bulk and McNulty revisit an old crime scene...('Old Cases', 2002)...in the episode 'Old Cases' (2002) The episode uses visions to reveal the events...('The Door', 2016)..In 'The Door' (2016) we see the visualisation of...
Shakespeare, W. General tips for creating a list are: If you have distinguished between authors with the same name and year of publication in your citation, you should use the same letter in your reference list to distinguish them, e.g. (Smith, 2017b) will be Smith, S. Title of show, episode number (if available), episode title (if available) (Year of
transmission) Transmitting organisation or channel, Day/Month of transmission. In the bibliography/reference list 'Title of Episode' (Year of original broadcast/release) Title of Series/Season, Series/Season and episode numbers OR day/month (if available). Parliament: House of Commons or House of Lords. Dictionary 'Research' (2009) is defined
as...This is the process of...('Research', 2009) Berges (2012) notes that 'moral development'...'Moral development' is associated with...(Berges, 2012) For an in–text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: In the bibliography/reference list Author of Section Surname, Initial(s). In the text For an in–text citation in your work, you
would cite the reference as follows: Shakespeare (2021) explores the theme of jealousy...Othello (Shakespeare, 2021) uses... Available at: URL (Accessed: date) or doi: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) (2015) 12th Annual IEEE Consumer Communications and Networking Conference (CCNC 2015). 7,686,202. Available at:
(Accessed: 26 May 2021). House of Lords (2016) Building more homes : First Report of Session 2016-17 (HL 2016–2017 (20)). The problem with this view is that the closer psychologists look at the careers of the gifted, the smaller the role innate talent seems to play and the bigger the role preparation seems to play." Below is an unacceptable
paraphrase of the above quote because it follows the original too closely: Success seems to depend on a combination of talent and preparation. Notes A DOI should be written with the prefix followed by the DOI number, e.g. For more information about in–text citation and referencing multiple authors, see Creating a citation and reference list and click
on the relevant section. Available at: app store name (Downloaded: date). (eds.) William Shakespeare Complete Works. Available at: (Accessed: 2 January 2016). (2017) Cheap as chips: Is a healthy diet affordable? Portrait of a Lady on Fire (2019) Directed by C. Vinyl Record - Music For Vinyl Record see Music - Album (Physical Format) or Music Album Track (Physical Format) Web page Only reference a source as a web page if the source does not fall into another category, such as journal article, conference proceedings, report, blog, image, etc. 42). Available at: For references with four or more editors, include only the first author followed by et al written in italics. Sleep tight, we will cover
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or Smith (2017), but there is no need to include a specific page number. In the bibliography/reference list Surname of artist, Initial(s). Grey to Green Sheffield (2016). In the bibliography/reference list Name of Artist (Year) Title of Album [Format]. p. A DOI should be written with the prefix followed by the DOI number. Available at: (Accessed: 14
October 2015). Nicholls, H. Vickers, S. and expanded edn." This is the style of Harvard that The University Of Sheffield supports. The album Songs for the Deaf (Queens of the Stone Age, 2002) featured the guest drummer... The British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) (2017) guideline......initial investigations should include...(British Society of
Gastroenterology (BSG), 2017). Notes If more than one of your citations has the same author and year of publication, then you should distinguish between them by using a lower–case letter following the year, e.g. The paper...(Parliament. Notes If a web page has no author, use the title of the page in italics in place of the author for both the in-text
citation and the reference. Number or Version of dataset (if necessary). In the bibliography/reference list Author Surname, Initials. Holding institution, City (Viewed: date). Government Publication – Act of Parliament For an in–text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: It is now possible to face up to 7 years imprisonment for
supplying psychoactive substances (Psychoactive Substances Act 2016)...The Psychoactive Substances Act 2016 introduced the ban on... Free Unlimited Revisions If you think we missed something, send your order for a free revision. This usually contains contact emails and copyright statements as well. Place of conference, Date of conference. should
not be used within the Harvard referencing system. The original title of a translated information resource, or a translation of the title, may be supplied immediately after the original title, e.g. Kinderhände im washbecken [Children's Hands in Washbasin] If the artwork has a popular or traditional title, then you may use this, e.g. Mona Lisa.
Corporations are listed using the first proper noun of the name, e.g. Royal Academy of Arts (The). Citations which are used with direct quotations, or are referring to a particular part of a source, should include the page number in your citation, e.g. (Smith, 2017, p. Title (Year of publication). or eds.) (replace with Title if no editor) (Year) Title (no.
Translated by R. (Wells, no date). In the bibliography/reference list for three editors Editor Surname, Initial(s)., Editor Surname, Initial(s). A short quotation (under two lines), should be within the body of the text and in quotation marks, e.g. There is still a labelling issue when it comes to flavourings in food, it is noted that, "flavours such as vanillin
which occur naturally in food are called ‘nature–identical’. and F. Authorising organisation Patent number. (2020) Text message to Julia Carpenter, 28 June. If you are unsure, you may wish to consult with an expert of the language or an international standard to check. (2021) The Rosetta Stone [Podcast]. West Conshohocken, PA: ASTM International.
Edited by Reiner Weber. In the bibliography/reference list Title of programme (Year of transmission) Transmitting organisation or channel, Day/Month of transmission. Bowie, D. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Digital Economy Bill (2016). In the bibliography/reference list Government Department or Office (at time of publication, if available) (Year)
Title. and Jones, A. Available at: (Downloaded: 31 March 2021). Newspaper Article For an in–text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: Sample (2014) highlights the research which has taken place...The research was reported in the national news...(Sample, 2014) In the bibliography/reference list Author Surname, Initial(s).
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For an in–text citation in your work, you would cite the reference as follows: He (1997) found that...The ethnic relations in China ...(He, 1997). Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2015) Building sustainable homes. Lecture notes, lecture recordings, handouts and other unpublished teaching materials Citing informal or unpublished materials, such as
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